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"COME HELL OR HIGH WATER”

The invocation of anweather as an ally is part of the psychology of

defence concents today's New York Times. Neither weather nor time will

of itself heat the Germans* To be beaton they, must be met by soldiers

at least as rood, as numerous and as well equipped as they arc themselves.

As soldiers the Russians ore excellent; in the grand total they

arc more numerous than the Germans* It is part of our obligation to equip

them and this on our own defence It is our further obligation,
which by all available signs we ore fulfilling, to train and supply an

army which in the fullness of not too long a time can meet the Nazis on

chosen battlefields in any weather and at any hour of the day and destroy

them.

The nature of the war is changing. Cone hell or high water, come

storm or calm, the days of respite are over: we have to face our enemy

plane to plane, gun to gun, non to man, and slug him down*

WILL GERMANY COLLAPSE?

The immediate, objective of the United-States must be to win over all

antagonists the hard way; to crush them on the field of battle says the

New York Herald Tribune this morning •,

It is difficult sometimes for an American to understand how his opponents

can swallow the fantastic lies fed to them by their predatory governments*

Nor is it easy for one conditioned by elementary concepts of justice and human

dignity to appreciate the frame of mind of nations organised for gangsterism*

Somehow it would seem the truth must penetrate to the masses of Germany
and Japan; an inkling of the horror they have wrought in the world for

themselves and for their neighbours must at least palsy the arm of soldier and

turn the most propaganda-drugged civilian to a loathing of his government and

its works.

perhaps this will occur and. the war will end with the internal collapse

of the nations which began it* -But the defences against such a crash have been

long in the building and much cunning has gone into them. Germany and Japan

are hard and strong; we must be harder mere resolute and above all stronger '
than they.

NAZIS UNITEFRENCHMEN

Behind the shoddy facade of Petain's "national revolution" there is a. real,

revolt in France - spreading each day, inspiring ever wider circles of the

French people, comments today* s New York Herald Tribune*

It is the revolt against Nazi domination whether direct or by deputy and

it is bound by none of the party lines, obstructed by none of the partisan

bitternesses that hampered Prance in her defence*

For evidence may be cited the words of Charles Vallin recently escaped to

London who asserts that Frenchmen of all parties from Royalists to Communists

are working together "to orovate trouble for the Nazis” •

But even more inport ant evidence is Vallin himself, a loader of the rightest

Croix de Feu, making his dangerous way to De Gaulle with Pierre Brossolette,
former foreign editor of a socialist newspaper*

Tallin shows forth in Ms own person the growing unit of Franco on the single

dominant issue of opposition to Hitlerism, he makes it plan that while France my

not be at one on the question of the precise form of government it will set up

after the war it is determined that it will not be German or German-dominated*
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